
TCK 2019 - Some suggested resources to further explore Jackie’s plenary sessions and 

workshops. 

 Resource Comment 

‘Authority’/ 
Generations 

Gen Z by James Emery-White  

Gen X by Douglas Coupland A classic in its time in introducing this 
generation. Traits also seen in popularity of 
TV series  ‘Friends’ 

Mend the Gap By Jason Gardener Explores whether the church can reconnect 
the generations 

Engaging Gen Y: Leading well across the generations by 
James Lawrence (Grove booklet) 
https://grovebooks.co.uk/collections/all/james-lawrence  

 

Gen Z – Their voices, their lives by Chloe Combi This is non-Christian Gen Z speaking and the 
language/tone reflects that. Please be wise! 

Is this it? By Rachel Jones Reflections on issues facing YAs in mid-20s 
and the new phenomena of ‘quarter life 
crisis’ 

Jesus for a new generation by Kevin Ford Looking at Gen X 

When generations collide by Lancaster and Stillman  Secular book looking at workplace 

Gen Y for rookies  Secular book 

‘Making sense of Gen Y’ & ‘The faith of Gen Y’ by Church 
House publishing. Various authors   

 

‘GenerationMe’ by Jean Twenge Secular book looking at Gen Y 

Emerging Adulthood by Arnett (The winding road from late 
teens through the twenties)  

 

  

‘Identity, 
Sexuality and 
the search for 
intimacy. 
Navigating by a 
better story’ 

Understanding Gender Dysphoria by Mark Yarhouse  

Understanding sexual identity - by Mark Yarhouse  

Transgender by Vaughan Roberts  An introduction to the topic 

Is God anti-gay? By Sam Alberry An introduction to the topic 

A Better Story by Glynn Harrison  

The Plausibility Problem – the church and SSA by Ed Shaw  

God and the Transgender Debate by Andrew Walker  

When Harry became Sally by Ryan T Anderson Secular book 

Meaning of Marriage by Tim & Kathy Keller  

Married for God by Christopher Ash Short version 

Marriage by Christopher Ash Longer version 

‘The Freedom of the gender binary in action’ by Andrew 
Bunt. Search Think Theology website for Andrew Bunt   
https://thinktheology.co.uk/authors/4708/P10     
 

One of three articles by Andrew Bunt 
reflecting on experience of gender confusion 

Space at the Table – conversations between an evangelical 
theologian and his gay son by Brad and Drew Harper 

 

Walking with Gay Friends by Alex Tylee  

‘Undivided’ by Vicky Beeching or ‘Just love’ by Jayne 
Ozanne 

Read as a demonstration of the power of 
story and how two people experienced 
being SSA in evangelical church. 
Demonstrates the shift in decision-making.   

Living Out – website https://www.livingout.org/  Includes articles, video testimonies of those 
who experience SSA  

Engaging with an alien world’  
https://www.proctrust.org.uk/resources/     

Panel from a leader’s conference in 2013. 
Includes a focus on how to respond as 
parents at approx. 40 minutes 

‘Transformed’ – Evangelical Alliance  
https://www.eauk.org/resources/what-we-
offer/reports/transformed-understanding-transgender-in-
a-changing-culture    

Three part interview with church leader 
from Ireland whose Dad transitioned 

‘Girl’ (film) A recent film. A boy living as a girl who 
wants to be a ballet dancer. Set against 
backdrop of issues of transition 
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‘My name is Leo’ and ‘Becoming a man’  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0x_u2cs8DpI &  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p0559vr5/leo-
becoming-a-trans-man  

  

BBC programmes. Note that ‘My name is 
Leo’ is made for children’s TV. 

Pride (2014) London LGBT group supporting welsh mining 
community during strike. Backdrop of AIDs 
and coming out. Note how prejudice 
portrayed, changing of opinions, impact on 
politics  

‘When Mum becomes Dad’ https://www.my5.tv/when-
mum-becomes-dad-son-becomes-daughter/season-
1/when-mum-becomes-dad-son-becomes-daughter  

 

  

Engaging with 
technology  

Dot Complicated by Randi Zuckerberg Secular 

12 ways your phone is changing you by Tony Reinke  

Dignity Revolution by Daniel Darling  Looks at various issues that are impacted by 
humanity being made in God’s image. 

Facetime by Kirsten Hatton Aimed at teenage girls 

Raising Children in a digital Age by Bex Lewis Written in 2014 some technology as moved 
on!  

God & my mobile by Nigel Cameron Produced by Care UK 

Captured by a Better Vision by Tim Chester Addresses pornography by exposing its false 
promises and rooting response in God’s 
character. Written from male perspective 
but principles easily applied to women.  

Various ebooks by Covenant Eyes 
https://www.covenanteyes.com/e-books/   

 

‘Porn free Church’ – online book 
https://pastors.com/porn-the-secret-sin-destroying-your-
church/  

Download from Covenant Eyes  

The Porn problem by Vaughan Roberts  Introduction to the topic 

The Mobile Youth: Voices of the Mobile Generation by 
Graham Brown 

Secular. 10 stories from around the world 
exploring the relationship of youth and their 
phones. 

Human Figures (film) Based on true story of 3 African-American 
women who were ‘human computers’ in 
space race 

‘Can humans auto-correct?’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRl8EIhrQjQ 
 

Spoken Word video used in plenary session 
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